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Axiom Analysis Suite 2.0 Release Notes 

(For research use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.) 

 
Axiom Analysis Suite 2.0 includes the following changes and enhancements: 

1. TXT export of genotypes reporting the forward strand base call will now have a slash (/) 
delimiter between the two alleles. 

2. Genotypes exported in PLINK will use the PLINK convention for chromosome numbering. 
3. VCF export format more strictly adheres to the VCF specification 

a. When Ref allele missing, now reports ‘N’ instead of dot ‘.’ 
b. Phasing header now reports ‘none’ instead of ‘partial’ 
c. File format is now ‘VCFv4.1’ instead of ‘VCFv4.0’ 

4. Users needing to use Proxy Settings to download library files from within Axiom Analysis 
Suite can now use passwords of up to 16 characters (previously it was limited to 8 
characters). 

5. Reduced the occurrence of incorrect “batch is in use” error messages when opening a 
previously viewed batch result. 

6. When selecting CEL files for a new analysis, the file browser will start at last used folder. 
7. Batches where no samples pass QC can now be opened to review the QC metrics. 
8. Cluster Plot now has a Type menu to select between Signal 2 vs Signal 1 plot, and Size 

vs Contrast plot. 
9. The Cluster Plot legend now only displays genotype values for genotypes currently 

displayed, consistent with other “Shape By” and “Color By” category options. 
10. Cluster plots exported to PDF are now saved in landscape orientation. 
11. Arrays belonging to the analysis category “CN_GT” (like PharmacoScan_24F) enable 

additional processing and visualization features. 
a. Sample QC workflow includes automatic identification of plate control samples 

based on signature SNP genotype calls 
b. Genotyping workflow includes prediction of copy number state in predefined 

regions, using plate control samples to adjust Log2Ratio values 
c. Summary report includes copy number metrics when calculated 
d. New genotype call codes for SNPs in CN=1 and CN=0 regions 
e. Cluster plot shows new call codes, and also shows priors and posteriors for non-

SpecialSNP haploid clusters 
f. New CN Summary Table and CN Plot are displayed for Genotyping and Best 

Practices workflows 
g. CN results are exportable, and are also included in VCF genotype export 

12. When appropriate library files are available (like for PharmacoScan_24F), the Perform 
Allele Translation option is available in the SNP Summary Table. 

 
Software and Hardware Requirements: 

1. Axiom Analysis Suite only supports 64-bit systems: 
a. Windows 7 Professional SP1 (64-bit) 
b. Windows 10 Pro (64-bit) 

2. Memory and CPU Recommended Requirements: 
a. Quad Core System, 2.83 GHz 
b. Recommended 16GB RAM  

 
The following are known issues new to Axiom Analysis Suite 2.0: 

1. On Windows 7 Spanish operating systems, only a user with administrative rights can 
install Axiom Analysis Suite. 
 

2. The software may unexpectedly quit when trying to simultaneously open or close multiple 
analysis batches.  A work-around is to open or close the analysis batches one at a time. 
 

3. The analysis may fail for arrays of analysis category “CN_GT” (like PharmacoScan_24F) 
when processing more than 2000 samples at a time on a system with 16GB RAM. 
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4. Change Calls by Text File is much slower in AxAS 2.0 than in earlier versions.  A work-
around is to supply an edited calls file that only includes probeset rows with changes. 
 

5. Administrator won’t be able to open a batch that was extracted from the suitcase or 
generated by the user without administrator rights. 
 

6. You may get an error if you run Ps_Supplemental and try to change the current settings.  
If this happens, you should restart Axiom Analysis Suite and, when the software tells you 
that updates are available to the Threshold Settings files, you should allow the files to be 
updated.  Note that if you have older custom threshold settings files that you edit 
occasionally, you will need to recreate these files. 

 
7. In Cluster Plot PDF exported file, some SNPs won’t be included if the number of SNPs 

won’t be able to fill out the entire row in the exported file. 
 

8. Cluster plot legend doesn't show the most common categories for Color By and Shape 
By if there are more than 10 in the legend. 
 

9. Analysis Settings won’t restore the Inbred or Hints option if the user manually changes it 
and then either clicks the Restore button or switches among several saved analysis 
configuration settings from the drop-down menu. 
 

10. The Max Y in Scale Settings for Box Plot can’t be set less than the default values. 
 

 
The following are known issues that existed in previous versions of Axiom Analysis Suite 
and were not addressed in Axiom Analysis Suite 2.0: 

1. The Sample Table will display a maximum of 7 digits for some data values.  So if the raw 
value is 1234567.123 then the displayed value is 1234567. 
 

2. In the SNP Metrics Summary table of the Summary tab, the count for all the “Conversion 
Type” sometimes won’t match the total count for “Number of SNPs”.  This is because 
there are cases where some probe sets don’t have classification. 
 

3. After running OTV Caller the Confidence values in the batch folder are updated, but they 
are not reverted if you revert calls.  The original values are available in the results folder. 
 


